Staying Well Together
Through COVID-19

Every employer is affected by the current
global pandemic — whether that means
helping employees get the care they need,
connecting them to important health
information and updates, or providing
resources for their well-being during

these unprecedented times. We’re here
for you in this challenging time, providing
physical, emotional, financial, and care
resources. Here are some of the
enhancements we’ve already made,
with more to come.

COVID Education and Self-Triage:
Dedicated FAQ Page
When employees have questions, they
want clear, concise answers they can
actually understand. We created a
dedicated COVID-19 FAQ page. It’s
clinically reviewed, and written in simple,
straightforward language.

Self Checker
Employees can assess their symptoms
and determine what steps to take to be
evaluated.
COVID-19 Testing Center Locator
Individuals can search for nearby
testing centers.

Staying Well Resources:
Staying Well Curated Resources
Our curated page of resources, activities, robust
library of articles, and other COVID-related
content will help your employees manage stress
and anxiety, find solo activities to replace a
group-exercise routine, connect with relevant
communities or learn creative ways to eat well.

Special Offers from Rally Marketplace
The Rally Marketplace offers deals for meal
delivery, at-home workouts and stress
reduction programs that can help individuals
maintain their healthy habits during periods of
social isolation.

Recommendations to Follow Guidelines

Messaging throughout the Health & Wellness
section that encourages members to follow
CDC and state guidelines before participating
in any health activities such as Challenges
and Missions.

Alternative Opportunities to Earn Rewards
Individuals whose employers offer Gym
Check-In rewards can now earn their reward by
completing a mini questionnaire to self report
physical activity.

Care Resources:
Persistent Messaging about Provider Visits
Individuals are encouraged to call their provider
to confirm availability, service options and any
special instructions before their visit.

Keyword Search Results
When someone searches for COVID-19 or other
relevant terms, we're highlighting virtual visits
(if their employer offers it) and the primary care
provider category in the results and include a
link to the COVID-19 FAQ’s page.
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